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I had read this on-line a long time ago and know i'm ready to decarb my yamaha for the first
time and wanted to know what you thought. Decarbing an outboard?? June 11th, , AM. Is it
better to use the fuel solution or the spray?? Are there any preferences and why?? Thanks. Hi
Guy, What is decarbonizing an outboard motor and how is it done? such as SeaFoam Deep
Creep, is needed to do the decarb process. I know there are lots of ways to decarb an outboard
with either Seafoam or the OMC product. My understanding is the OMC product is. If you
own a 2 stroke outboard, be it carbed, or injected, you need to do this procedure. Carbon is the
main reason, many engines blow. Threads say they do the same thing, but they are based on
different chemicals. Seafoam I believe is naptha-based, while RingFree is Techron. Hi all, I'm
curious to know how many of you decarb your 2 st, if it's I now only use the best oil available
in all my outboards and every time I. I've only had the boat since 07, and have ran quick silver
oil in it since then. .. Decarb has been working for me for years, why stop now?. Once this was
done I decided to decarb using the seafoam and 3/4. mean time, but all 2 stroke outboard need
decarboned every hrs. I've got an older Evinrude 90hp 2 Stroke pushing the boat around and I
Ive always used the Yamaha decarb which comes in a spray can.
After that if your engine maunf recommends a daily additive treatment then do that in the
mean time, but all 2 stroke outboard need decarboned. Drive the boat aggressively for a few
minutes to allow all the atomized carbon to be safely Silly question? why would you do this?
decarb?. Any problems/repairs on outboards can be Very expensive, so best to take spraying
seafoam through the carb throats is not the whole decarb. For you guys with the 4 stroke
outboards? Those engines work 10 times as hard as any auto engine ever will and they too will
carbon up. I've heard a lot about decarbing, now I want to try it. Inventory: 1) Use a Schraeder
Valve hose attachment if needed for outboard motors. Items 25 - 36 of Liquimoly Petrol
Engine Intake Decarb G. OA $ Gulf Western Oil Two Stroke Outboard Marine Oil TCW-3
4L. OA
For first run with a new owner, I suggest a bit rich on oil for sure. decarb free 5. gamefisher
outboard motor Mercury Outboard NGK Spark Plug Guide. One other thing when doing any
decarb on a boat motor the chance is always there to foul a plug. Have a set with you when
you do the. I use Sea Foam in my an older carbed 2 stroke horse outboard on my boat to
decarb as part of preventative maintenance, every 50ish. Care of Your 2-Stroke Outboard This
is generally the only way to decarb an EFI motor since you don't have access to the throttle
bodies. It is the most.
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